Voice feels similar to my own thoughts.
The image of the voice moves when the voice is communicating.
I just 'know' what the voices are saying.
Voice is above me.
I know whether the voice is a man or a woman.
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Voice is hard to understand.
The image of the voice is faint and unclear.
Sometimes I **smell** things that other people can't smell.
Voice is quiet.
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Voice sounds like a whisper.
The volume of the voice goes up and down.
Voice sounds quieter than my own voice.
Voice comes from outside my head but close to my ears.
Voice comes from outside my head.
When the voice is there, I feel I am hearing something.
I experience voices even though I am deaf.
Voice is unclear.
Voice sounds like speech.
Voice comes from somewhere in the room.
Sometimes I hear sounds that other people can’t hear even if they are ‘hearing’.
Voice comes through my ears.
Voice *sounds* about same loudness as my own voice.
The voice feels as real as my own speech or signing.
Voice is high pitched.
Voice comes from far away.
Voice is low pitched.
Voice uses speech.
Voice is behind me.
Voice comes from nearby.
Voice feels loud in my head.
Sometimes I feel sensations in my body that other people do not feel.
When the voices start I feel electric currents.
When the voice starts I get strange **sensations** in my body.
When I experience voices, I can really see someone signing to me.
When I experience voices, I can see someone signing to me in my mind.
Voice is below me.
Voice is easy to understand.
When the voice starts I feel air currents.
Voice is very clear.
When I experience voices, I can see someone communicating with me in real space.
Voice sounds very loud.
Voice uses sign language.
I can hear the voice even though I am deaf.
Voice is deaf.